
WHEN

April to July, September to November
open Saturdays and Sundays
opening days and times on 
www.muravivepadova.it

WHERE

Porta Savonarola *
Torrione Alicorno *
Porta Liviana (Pontecorvo)
Porta Codalunga
Torrione della Gatta *
Castelnuovo * (from September 2022)
Bastione Impossibile (2023)

HOW

free entrance  
(a voluntary contribution is appreciated)

* reservation is recommended (mandatory for 
groups) on www.eventbrite.it 

WHO

Installations feature dubbing in English and 
LIS (Italian sign language) 
Videos and app feature English translation
All stations are accessible by wheelchair  
(accompanied atAlicorno and Castelnuovo)

INFORMATION AND RESERVATIONS

email: info@muravivepadova.it
web: www.muravivepadova.it
facebook: muravivepadova

e grazie a

MURA VIVE is a museum

MURA VIVE is not a museum

MURA VIVE is an experience

MURA VIVE is an experiential museum!

MURA VIVE is a narrative museum  
made of just words, sounds and images. A lively, 
exciting experience, a “full immersion” in the history 
of the walls of Padua. The protagonists appear on 
the walls of gates and bastions, without screens, to 
tell you about places and facts, and some legends, 
of a story spanning five centuries.

MURA VIVE is a multimedia museum  
that provides you with different modes and 
technologies, to let you discover every detail of 
the walls of Padua, guide you to visit them and 
help you to look at them with new eyes.

MURA VIVE is a widespread museum  
split into several “stations”, housed in bastions and 
gates, distributed along the eleven-kilometer-long 
Renaissance ramparts of Padua, the most 
extended to have survived till the present day.

THE CITY WALLS OF PADUA
Eleven kilometers long, five gates, nineteen 
bastions and an unfinished fortress. Plus moats, 
ditches, canals, bridges. And casemates and 
tunnels, still partly unexplored...
Fascinating places, all to be discovered! 

Eleven kilometers and five hundred years of history, 
and stories, which this emotional and immaterial 
museum makes you relive with the help of 
technology and the magic of images.

www.muravivepadova.it

progetto 
realizzato con  

Comune di Padova

e al lavoro di  
sperimentazione  

svolto con:

Università IUAV

Pallino&Co

C.I.R.GEO Unipd

Liceo Artistico  
A. Modigliani

Rosin355

Eggon

Supernoia

Il progetto è stato reso possibile dai contributi di

Comune di Padova

www.muravivepadova.it

THE WALLS ALIVE

A multimedia immersion in the 
“greatest” monument of Padua, 

an... eleven-kilometers-long story

QUANDOQUANDO

ENGENG



MURA VIVE is 

Three different fruition modes 
that integrate and complete each 
other

Narrative ambient installations, 
where the key players in the main 
events concerning that specific 
place, or the walls, or the city of 
Padua in general, tell you about 
them, each from their own point 
of view, like actually talking to 
you, to the point of making you 
feel like protagonists

Educational video stations, 
featuring short videos detailing 
specific historical or architectural 
aspects, using 3D renderings,  
animations, as well as historical 
documents

A mobile app, 
with specific contents you can 
download at each station, to guide 
you on the visit of each gate or 
bastion, describing every detail 
of it. Or taking you on a journey 
through time by means of  
historical images, 3D renderings 
or augmented reality

Demolished 
in 1925, 

recreated 
in vitual form

The most 
fascinating 
interiors

The first 
gate in the 
new walls

The most 
elegant gate, 

the work of 
Falconetto

via Raggio di Sole 
angolo corso Milano

piazzale 
Pontecorvo

piazzale Mazzini 57

via Cavallotti o 
via San Pio X

The fortress 
that is not 
there

via San Massimo 137

From the 
siege of 1509 
to the bombs 
of 1916

viale della Rotonda 

angolo via Citolo da P.

WHAT TO DO 
WHAT TO SEE

BEFORE YOUR VISIT

   - Mura Vive Padova, a mobile app for iOS  
     and Android, available in your app store,  
     will provide general information and let you 
     download specific contents at each station      

AT EACH STATION

   - introductory video “The Walls of Padua”

   - historical and educational videos, specific to  
     each station

   - downloadable app contents, to visit the gate 
     or bastion on your own

AT PORTA SAVONAROLA

AT TORRIONE DELLA GATTA

AT TORRIONE ALICORNO

AT CASTELNUOVO (Sept 2022)

AT BASTIONE IMPOSSIBILE (2023)

   - narrative ambient installations

A PORTA LIVIANA (PONTECORVO)

   - environmental projection on the walls  
     inside the passageway of the gate, at dusk

A PORTA CODALUNGA

   - the gate “where it was”, recreated 
     in augmented reality, on tablet

PORTA  
SAVONAROLA

TORRIONE 
ALICORNO

PORTA  
LIVIANA

CASTELNUOVO

PORTA CODALUNGA

TORRIONE DELLA 
GATTABASTIONE 

IMPOSSIBILE

(opening 9/2022)

(2023 project)

via Raggio di Sole 2


